










WHY BEAU FLOOR?


Excellent Durability


25 Yrs Residential 


Surface Warranty & 10Yrs


Commercial Surface Warranty, 


Lifetime Structural 


Warranty


Easy DIY Installation


Waterproof & Fire

Resistant


Scratch Resistant
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Why Beau Floor?

All the benefits of Beau Design flooring...


Inspired by nature, our products

are designed in-house and


realistically replicate the look and

feel of real wood materials.


Realistic designs
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Inspired by nature, our products

are designed in-house and


realistically replicate the look and

feel of real wood materials.


Realistic designs


Hardwood look and Feel


Water Resistance for 

Laminate


Innovative aesthetics 


Top Scratch-resistance 


Rating: AC5 for

 Laminate
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ALFA HYBRID COLLECTION

ALFA HYBRID collection is the latest innovation in the flooring market. With dimensions of 1800 mm length,


228mm width and 7mm thickness – Our collection is 100% waterproof, scratch, fire and stain-resistant.Also


known as SPC (Stone Plastic Composite) vinyl, the stone plastic composite core makes this collection essent-


ially unbreakable. Finished with a vinyl top layer that allows us to replicate any style and texture. Additional-


ly, the thickness and durability can hide an imperfect subfloor, making it efficient and cost-saving. The entire 


 production cycleis environmentally friendly, constructed without the use of glue, eliminating the risk of for m


aldehyde completely. This is the trademark of the ALFA HYBRID. Our ALFA HYBRID collection carries a rang


e of radiant and sophisticated colours to suit your style decor. With its length and thickness, this collectio  is


 perfect or large spaces and or those looking for flooring that will withstand consistent amounts of high traffic 


whether in the home, business or office.
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